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Abstract. We review Migdal’sTheory of Finite Fermi Systemsand its application to the
structure of nuclei. The theory is an extension of Landau’sTheory of Interacting Fermi
Systems. In the first part the basic formulas are derived within the many body Green functions
approach. The theory is applied to isovector electric giantresonances in medium and heavy
mass nuclei. The parameterizations of the renormalized effective ph-interaction and the
effective operators are discussed. It is shown that the number of free parameters are restricted
due to conservation laws. We also present an extension of Migdal’s theory, where the low-
lying phonons are considered in a consistent manner. The extended theory is again applied to
the same isovector electric giant resonances and to the analysis of (α,α′) reaction data. We
point out that the extended theory is the appropriate frame for self consistent nuclear structure
calculations starting from effective Lagrangians and Hamiltonians.

1. Introduction

The Landau-Migdal theory ofFinite Fermi Systems[1, 2] is the best-founded phenomenolog-
ical theory for nuclear structure calculations. It is basedon Landau’sTheory of Interacting
Fermi Systems[3]. The basic formulas can be derived within the many-body Green func-
tions formalism in an exact way using Landau‘s renormalization procedure. This procedure
give rise to renormalized residual interactions and effective single particle operators. The
basic input which is required to solve the corresponding equations are the quasi particle ener-
gies, the renormalized particle-hole(ph) interaction andeffective operators. If one considers
pairing-correlations also a renormalized particle-particle interactions enters. So far in most of
the applications the quasi particle energies have been taken from experiment and/or single-
particle models and the renormalized residual interactions have been parametrized and the
corresponding parameters are fitted to data. TheseLandau-Migdal parametersturned out to
be universal for all nuclei, except the lightest ones. More over some of these parameters
are directly connected with gross properties of nuclei suchas the compression modulus and
the symmetry energy. For that reason any effective interaction, Hamiltonian or Lagrangian
which is used for nuclear mean field calculations should be tested against specific Landau-
Migdal parameters. This possibility was first used in 1975 byBäckman, Jackson and Speth
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Migdal Theory 2

[4] who showed that several parameterizations of the Skyrmeforces used at that time led to
an instability against spin collapse and had to be modified. In Ref. [5] this method was used
to design new versions of the Skyrme interaction which couldbe used in self consistent nu-
clear structure calculations. In Ref. [6] the Landau-Migdal parameters where calculated from
G-matrices based on meson exchange models. The authors showed in addition that the Lan-
dau expansion of the ph-interaction is well justified for allparameters except the spin-isospin
parameter G’ which is strongly momentum dependent due to thelong range of the one-pion
exchange. For that reason one has to include this contribution explicitly if one calculates mag-
netic properties [7]. A detailed discussion of the Landau Migdal theory and self consistent
approaches and the application of effective forces in the FFS can be found in the review by
Khodel and Saperstein [8]. Fully self consistent calculations in the Landau-Migdal approach
have been also performed by Fayans et al. [9] who based their mean field and the residual
interactions onlocal energy-density functionals. Chiral Lagrangians [10] seems to be espe-
cially appropriate for self consistent nuclear structure calculations within the Landau-Migdal
approach because they have a similar structure as the generalized Landau-Migdal interaction
(which includes the one pion exchange contribution [6]). They have strong short range com-
ponents and the one pion exchange is included explicitly. Ithas been shown in [6] that this
structure of the bare interaction does not change if one performs a partial summation to obtain
the Brueckner G-matrix. The inclusion of the one pion exchange in chiral Lagrangians is the
basic difference to Skyrme type Hamiltonians which are commonly used in self consistent
nuclear structure calculations. This ansatz is a parametrization of a G-matrix and includes
zero-range and derivatives of zero range components only. The zero range three body part can
be replaced by a density dependent two-body interaction which simulates the density depen-
dence of the interaction in nuclei. In the case of chiral Lagrangian the density dependence is
introduced by the G-matrix and more over it has been shown in Ref.[10] that the chiral expan-
sion also give rise to a strong three body force if applied to the nuclear many-body problem.
It is important to mention that the single particle spectrumcalculated in a mean field approach
can not be directly compared with the experimental spectrumand can therefore not be iden-
tified with Landau‘s quasi particles because the coupling tophonons modifies the theoretical
spectrum. For that reason, as we will show, the mean-field spectra are the appropriate input
for theExtended Theory of Finite Fermi Systems[11], which includes in a consistent way the
phonon contributions.

2. Landau’s Basic Theory

Landau’s theory of interacting Fermi systems [3] deals withweakly excited states in infinite
systems of interacting fermions, such as3He or nuclear matter. Without the interaction the
system would be simply a collection of independent fermions, each characterized by its
momentump and by its spin. The particles obey the Fermi-Dirac statistics and therefore
occupy all quantum states up to the Fermi momentumpF ; all the states with larger momenta
are unoccupied. The occupied states form a sphere of radiuspF , which is called theFermi
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sphere. The Fermi momentum is proportional to the number of particles

pF =

(
3π2h̄3N

V

)1/3

. (1)

Excited states are formed by moving particles from the interior to the exterior of the Fermi
sphere. Therefore excited states differ from the ground state by a number of particle-hole
pairs, the particles withp > pF and the holes withp < pF . These particles and holes play the
role of elementary excitations in theideal Fermi gas. They appear and disappear only in pairs
and they have momenta close topF for weakly excited states.

The basic assumption by Landau is that interacting systems may be obtained from non-
interacting systems by an adiabatic switching on of the interaction. In particular, he assumes
a one-to-one correspondence between the single-particle states of the non-interacting system
and the so-called quasi-particle states in the interactingsystem. These quasi-particles behave
in the correlated system like real particles in the non-interacting system: They obey the Fermi-
Dirac statistics and therefore occupy the corresponding quasi-particle states up to the Fermi
momentum which can be calculated from the same formula (Eq.(1)). As in the non-interacting
system, the excitations in the correlated system are (quasi-)particles with momenta greater
than pF and (quasi-)holes with momenta less thanpF that appear and disappear, again in
pairs. Quasi-particles are only defined near the Fermi surface, where their decay width is much
smaller then their excitation energy. In order to define suchquasi-particles Landau made the
following assumption concerning the interaction of the quasi-particles: the interaction follows
from a self-consistent field that acts on one specific quasi-particle and which is produced by
all the other quasi-particles. For that reason the energy ofthe system is no longer the sum
of the separate quasi-particle energies, but is a functional of the occupation functionn(p)

of the quasi-particle statep. If one excites the system one basically changes the occupation
functionsn(p) by an amountδn(p). The corresponding change of the energy is

δE =
∫

dp ε0(p)δn(p)+
∫

dp

∫
dp′Fω(p,p′)δn(p)δn(p′) (2)

whereε0(p) are the equilibrium energies of the quasi-particles. We rewrite this expression as

δE =
∫

dp

[
ε0(p)+

∫
dp′Fω(p,p′)δn(p′)

]
δn(p) =

∫
dp ε(p)δn(p) (3)

The natural definition of the energy of an individual quasi-particle is therefore the first
variational derivative of the total energy with respect to the occupation function and that of
the interaction between the quasi-particles is the second functional derivative

ε(p) =
δE

δn(p)
Fω(p,p′) =

δ2E
δn(p)δn(p′)

. (4)

In 3He the interactionFω has a spin-independent and a spin-dependent part.

Fω(p,p′) = F(p,p′)+G(p,p′)σ ·σ′ (5)

The energies of the elementary excitations are measured from the Fermi sphere. For quasi-
particles one obtains

ξ(p) =
p2

2m
− p2

F

2m
≈ v(p− pF) (6)
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and for quasi-holes

−ξ(p) =
p2

F

2m
− p2

2m
≈ v(pF − p) (7)

The velocity of the excitations at the Fermi surface is givenby

v =
pF

m∗ (8)

As we shall see later the effective massm∗ is directly connected withFω.
If one considers excitations near the Fermi surface one may restrict the magnitude of the

momentap andp′ in the interactionFω(p,p′) to the Fermi momentum. The only variable
then is the angleΘ between the two momenta. This suggests an expansion in Legendre
polynomials

f (p,p′) = ∑
l

fl Pl (cosΘ) (9)

The constantsfl are the famous Landau parameters. One introduces dimensionless parameters
by defining

Fl = C0 fl (10)

where

C0 =

(
dn
dε

)−1

(11)

is the inverse density of states at the Fermi surface. Likewise, one may also expand the other
component of the interaction in eq.(5) and define the parameter gl in the same way. The
parametersf0 and f1 are related to the compression modulusK by

K = p2
F

d2(E/A)

dp2
F

= 6
h̄2p2

F

2m∗ (1+2 f0) (12)

and the effective massm∗

m∗/m= 1+
2
3

f1. (13)

The interacting quasi-particles and quasi-holes in3He give rise to the famous zero sound and
spin waves. The corresponding linearized time dependent equation forδn(p) is equivalent to
the random phase approximation (RPA) equation; it is the basis of the Landau- Migdal theory.

3. Migdal’s Theory of Finite Fermi Systems

Migdal has applied Landau’stheory of interacting Fermi systemto atomic nuclei [1]. Here
one deals with two kinds of fermions –protons and neutrons– and, more importantly, with a
relatively small number of particles. In the past 40 years Migdal’s theory has been successfully
applied to numerous nuclear structure problems. Whereas ininfinite systems the quasi-
particles differ from the bare particles only by their effective mass, the situation in finite
nuclei is completely different. Here the quasi-particles are the single particle excitations of
the nuclei, which can be obtained from phenomenological shell models or, in the case of
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self consistent approaches, by the corresponding mean-field solutions of a given effective
Lagrangian, effective Hamiltonian and energy density functionals, respectively. The quasi-
particle interaction is defined in the same way as before. Theinteraction, however, depends
not only on the spin but also on the isospin of the quasi-particles and is density dependent
because the interaction inside a nucleus is very different from the interaction in free space.
As in infinite systems, one expands the interaction at the Fermi surface in terms of Legendre
polynomials and the parameters of the expansion –the famousLandau-Migdal parameters–
are determined from experiment. These parameters turn out to be universal for all nuclei but
the very light ones.

As pointed out in the introduction,theTheory of Finite Fermi Systems (TFFS)is a semi-
phenomenological microscopic theory. It is microscopic because all its equations are derived
rigorously from first principles, however it contains also phenomenological aspects, such as
the quasi-particle energies and wave functions and the quasi-particle–quasi-hole interaction.
All these quantities are defined microscopically and could,in principle, be calculated starting
from the bare nucleon-nucleon interaction. Such calculations are very involved and in actual
calculations one has to make severe approximations, so thatwe cannot expect to obtain
quantitative agreement between, for example, the calculated and phenomenological Landau-
Migdal parameters. Nevertheless the calculated Landau-Migdal parameters are in surprisingly
good agreement with the phenomenological ones [6]. In the TFFS, as in Landau’s theory, one
derives a renormalized equation for the response functionsand solves this equation in a given
approximation. For that reason the TFFS can be applied to such problems as are connected
with the response function. These include, for example, excitation energies and transition
probabilities in even nuclei and moments and transitions inodd-mass nuclei. The input data.
single particle energies and wave functions are supposed tobe given by a shell model in the
phenomenological approach, or are calculated in mean field approximation in self consistent
calculations. Similarly the residual particle-hole and particle -particle interactions are either
parametrized and adjusted to the experiment or determined from the corresponding effective
Lagrangian and effective Hamiltonian, respectively. In this respect is the TFFS and its
extension (which includes phonons explicitly) a frame for any nuclear structure calculations,
for self consistent and non self consistent ones. This will be discussed in detail in the following
chapters.

3.1. Basic properties of many body Green functions

In this section we will give a short introduction to the theory of many-body Green functions.
(More details are given in [2]). They are the basis of the TFFS. The starting point of the theory
is a Hamiltonian for Fermions

H = ∑
ν

ε0
ν a+

ν aν +
1
4 ∑

ν1...ν4

wν2ν4ν1ν3 a+
ν4

a+
ν2

aν1aν3 (14)

Hereε0
ν are single particle energies, whilea+

ν andaν are creation and annihilation operators
of nucleons in the stateϕν, which obey anticommutation rules, andw is the residual two-body
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interaction. We now consider anA-particle system

H |An〉 = EA
n |An〉 (15)

where |An〉 and EA
n are assumed to be the exact solutions of the many-body Schrödinger

equation with a given many-body Hamiltonian. The one-particle and two-particle Green
functions are defined as

gν1ν2 (t1; t2) = (−i)〈A0|T
{

aν1(t1)a
+
ν2

(t2)
}
|A0〉 (16)

gν1ν3ν2ν4 (t1t3; t2t4) = (−i)2)〈A0|T
{

aν1(t1)aν3(t3)a
+
ν4

(t4)a
+
ν2

(t2)
}
|A0〉 (17)

with the time-dependent creation and annihilation operators

aν(t) = eiHt aν e−iHt a+
ν (t) = eiHt a+

ν e−iHt (18)

The symbolT denotes the time-ordering operator of Wick, which means that the operators
should be taken in time-ordered form with the latest time to the left and the earliest to the
right. In addition, the product has to be multiplied by a factor ±1 depending on whether an
even or odd number of permutations is needed to come from the given to the time-ordered
form. The Fourier transform of the one-particle Green function has the form

gν1ν2 (t1; t2) =
1

2π

∫ +∞

−∞
dω gν1ν2(ω) e−iω(t1−t2) (19)

Correspondingly, the two-particle Green function dependson three frequencies. For further
investigation it is convenient to introduce Green functions with a source fieldq

gq(1,2) =
(−i)〈A0|T

{
Uaν1(t1)a

+
ν2

(t2)
}
|A0〉

〈A0|T{U}|A0〉 (20)

with

U = ei
∫

d5d6 q(5,6)a+
ν5

(t5)aν6(t6) (21)

and the short hand notation:

∑
ν1

∫
dt1 =

∫
d1. (22)

In order to determine the Green functions one needs the equations of motion. They can
be obtained by differentiation of the corresponding Green function with respect to time. For
the one-particle Green function with a source field we obtain
∫

d3{S(1,3) + q(1,3)}gq(3,2)+
i
2

∫
d3d4d5 w(14,35) gq(35,24) = δ(1,2) (23)

with the abbreviations

δν1ν2δ(t1− t2)

{
i

δ
δt1

− ε0
ν1

}
= S(1,2). (24)

Here we have used eq.(14) in order to eliminate the HamiltonianH in eq.(23). The equation
for the two-body Green function is connected with the three-body Green function and so
forth. Thereby one obtains a hierarchy of equations. In order to calculate the one-body Green
functions one needs the two-body Green function, etc. This is not the way that we proceed
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in the following; rather, we replace the bare two-body interactionw by an effective one-body
potentialΣ (mass operator or self-energy) which, in principle, is given by the bare interaction
and the two-particle Green function. The corresponding equation for the one-particle Green
function is called the Dyson equation.

i
2

∫
d3

{
S(1,3) + q(1,3) + Σq(1,3)

}
gq(3,2) = δ(1,2) (25)

So far we have only replaced the unknown two-particle Green function by the also unknown
self-energyΣ and little seems to be gained. Before we discuss the solutionof this problem we
continue with the development of the formal theory. We definethe response functionL by the
functional derivative of the one-particle Green function

δgq(1,2)

δq(4,3)
= L(13,24) = g(13,24) − g(1,2)g(3,4) (26)

The functional derivative of the Dyson equation gives an integral equation for the response
function

L(13,24) = −g(1,4)g(3,2)− i
∫

d5d6d7d8 g(1,5)K(57,68)L(83,74)g(6,2) (27)

where we introduced the effective two-body interactionK via

δΣ(1,2)

δg(3,4)
= iK(13,24) (28)

Figure 1. Graphical representation of the Bethe-Salpeter equation for the response function
in the ph channel.

A graphical representation of eq.(27) is given in Fig.1. Onenotices that the kernelK of
the integral equation is irreducible with respect to the particle-hole propagator. We further
introduce the vertex functioñτ by

L(13,24) =

∫
d5d6 g(1,5) τ̃(53,64) g(6,2) (29)

The corresponding equation follows from eq.(27)

τ̃(13,24) = −δ(1,4)δ(3,2)− i
∫

d5d6d7d8 K(17,28)g(8,5)g(6,7)τ̃(53,64) (30)

The linear response function allows one to determine the following quantities :

(I) From eq.(26) we obtain in linear approximation the change of the one-particle Green
function :

δgq(1,2) = ∑
3,4

L(13,24)δq(4,3) (31)

The Fourier transformation of the time variables givesδgq(ω,Ω) and, after integration
over ω, one obtainsδρ̃q(Ω), whereΩ is the energy transferred by the external field
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δq(Ω) and δρ̃q(Ω) is the change of the density due to this external field in a given
single particle basisϕν :

δρ̃ν1ν2(Ω) = ∑
ν3,ν4

L(Ω)ν1ν3ν2ν4δqν4ν3(Ω) (32)

(II) With the time ordert3, t4 > t1, t2, we insert into the two particle Green function a
complete system of eigenfunctions of the A-particle systembetween the two particle-
hole pairs

g(13,24) =
∞

∑
n=0

g0n(34)gn0(12) (33)

with

g0n(34) = −i 〈A0|T
{

a(3)a+(4)
}
|An〉 (34)

and

gn0(12) = −i 〈An|T
{

a(1)a+(2)
}
|A0〉 (35)

As the response function is defined as

L(13,24) = g(13,24) −g(34)g(12) (36)

its spectral representation is also given by eq.(33) but thesum begins atn= 1. With the
appropriate time order one obtains from the generalized Green function in eq.(35) the
transition amplitudes between the ground state and the excited states of the A-particle
system.

(III) With the time ordert3 →±∞ andt4 →∓∞ in the two particle Green function one can
move these operators to left and right side of the time ordering and may introduce two
complete sets of eigenstates of the (A+1)- system or (A-1)-system, respectively. From
this one obtains another generalized Green function

gα,β(12) = −i 〈A±1,α|T
{

a(1)a+(2)
}
|A±1,β〉. (37)

whereα and β are two given states in the odd mass system. As we know only the
response function, one has to subtract the one-particle Green function of the A-particle
system and obtains finally the change of the density between two given states in the
(A±1)-system and the ground state of the A-particle system. With this quantity one
can calculate moments and transitions in odd-mass nuclei. Details are given in [2].

3.2. One-particle Green function and the nuclear shell model

In order to solve the equation for the response function and vertex function, respectively, we
have to know the one-particle Green functionsg(1,2) and the effective two-body interaction
K. As Landau has shown, one does not need the full information included ing but only the
so-calledpole part of the one-body Green functions near the Fermi surface. The rest gives
rise to a renormalized interaction and effective one-body operators. We first discuss the pole
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part of the one-body Green function. For that we consider theDyson equation in coordinate
space [1]

(
ε− p2

2m

)
g(ξ1,ξ2,ε)−

∫
dξ3 Σ(ξ1,ξ3,ε) g(ξ3,ξ2,ε) = δ(ξ1−ξ2) (38)

whereξ ≡ (r,s) represents space and spin coordinates. In an arbitrary single-particle basis
ϕ̃ν(ξ) the Dyson equation has the form

ε gν1ν2 −∑
ν3

[
p2

2m
+Σ(ξ1,ξ3,ε)

]

ν1ν3

gν3ν2 = δν1ν2 (39)

We now chose a special basisϕν(ξ) that diagonalizes the expression in the brackets
[

p2

2m
+Σ(ξ1,ξ3,ε)

]

ν1ν3

= Eν1(ε)δν1ν3 (40)

It is obvious that such a basis has to depend on the energyε. The one-body Green function
becomes diagonal in this basis and can be written as

gν1ν2 =
δν1ν2

ε−Eν1(ε)
(41)

The functionsϕν that diagonalizeg satisfy the equation
[

p2

2m
+Σ(ξ,p,ε)

]
ϕν(ξ,ε) = Eν(ε)ϕν(ξ,ε) (42)

Here the self-energyΣ is given in a ”mixed” representation, where we have replacedthe non-
locality by a momentum dependence

Σ(ξ,p,ε) =
∫

dξ1Σ(ξ,ξ1,ε) ei(ξ−ξ1)p (43)

Due to Landau’s renormalization procedure one needs the one-particle Green functions only
near the polesεν, with

εν = Eν(εν) =

[
p2

2m
+Σ(ξ,p,εν)

]

νν
(44)

The single-particle energiesεν so defined are the quasi-particle energies (in the sense of
Landau) for finite systems. We expand eq.(42) around the quasi-particle energyεν up to
first order inε and obtain for the one-(quasi-)particle Green function

gν1ν2(ε) =
δν1ν2

ε− εν1 + iγν1

1(
1− dEλ

dε

)
ε=εν1

(45)

The residue ofg at the pole is called thesingle particle strength

zν =
1(

1− dEν
dε

)
ε=εν1

(46)

As we expanded the energy up to first order around the pole, oneneeds the wave functions
only at the pole energy,ϕν(ξ) = ϕν(ξ,εν). These wave functions satisfy the equation

[
p2

2m
+Σ(ξ,p,εν)

]
ϕν(ξ) = ενϕν(ξ) (47)
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We introduce the quantityp2
F , which is defined by

p2
F(r)

2m
+Σ(r, pF(r),εF) = εF (48)

where εF is the Fermi energy. In infinite Fermi systemspF can be identified with the
momentum at the Fermi surface. We now expand the self-energyΣ about the Fermi
momentumpF and the Fermi energyεF{(

1
2m

+
δΣ
δp2

)

F

[
p2− p2

F(r)
]
−

(
1− δΣ

δε

)

F
(ελ− εF)

}
ϕλ = 0 (49)

This formula can be rewritten as{
1

2m∗ p2+U(r)
}

ϕν = ενϕν (50)

with the abbreviations

m
m∗ =

(
1+2m δΣ

δp2

)
F(

1− δΣ
δε

)
F

(51)

and

U(r) = µ− p2
F(r)

2m∗ =
m
m∗ (Σ)F +µ

(
1− m

m∗

)
(52)

If we also take the spin degree of freedom into account then, up to orderp2 in the self-energy
Σ, one obtains the following single-particle Hamiltonian

H =
1

2m∗ p2+U(r)+α(r)σ · l+β(r)l(l +1) (53)

Here l is the angular momentum operator andl its quantum numbers. The form of this
Hamiltonian follows from the expansion of the self-energyΣ about the Fermi energyεF

and the Fermi momentumpF , and symmetry arguments. This Hamiltonian agrees with
phenomenological shell model Hamiltonians. It is useful topoint out that the spin-orbit term
follows here from the expansion of the non-locality ofΣ.

3.3. Landau’s renormalization procedure

We now return to the one-particle Green function. With eqs. (45 and 46) we can separate the
one-particle Green function into a singular part and a remainder

gν1ν2(ω) =
δν1ν2zν1

ω− εν1 + iη sign(εν1 −µ)
+ g(r)

ν1ν2(ω) (54)

with

zν1 = |〈A0|aν1|A±1 ν1 〉|2

εν1 = EA+1
ν1

−EA
0 f or εν1 > µ (55)

εν1 = EA
0 −EA−1

ν1
f or εν1 < µ
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With this ansatzone writes the product of two one-particle Green functions –a quantity that
enters in all the integral equations we have derived before–as a singular partS and the
remainderR, using theansatzin eq.(54)

gν1ν3

(
ω+

1
2

Ω
)

gν2ν4

(
ω− 1

2
Ω

)
= Sν1ν2ν3ν4 (ω;Ω)+Rν1ν2ν3ν4 (ω;Ω) (56)

with

Sν1ν2ν3ν4 (ω;Ω) = 2πizν3zν4δν1ν3δν2ν4 δ
(

ω− εν3 + εν4

2

)
nν2 −nν1

εν2 − εν1 −Ω
(57)

Using Landau’s renormalization procedure one obtains an equation for the renormalized
vertex functionτ

τν1ν3,ν2ν4 (ω,Ω) = τω
ν1ν3,ν2ν4

(ω,Ω)+ (58)

∑
ν5ν6

F ph
ν1ν5,ν2ν6

(
ω,

εν5 + εν6

2
,Ω

)
nν5 −nν6

εν5 − εν6 −Ω
τν5ν3,ν6ν4

(
εν5 + εν6

2
;Ω

)

The renormalized vertex is defined as:

τν1ν3,ν2ν4 (ω,Ω) =
√

zν1zν2 τ̃ν1ν3,ν2ν4 (ω,Ω) (59)

Here only the singular part of the product of the two Green functions appears explicitly,
whereas the remainder gives rise to a renormalized effective two-body interactionF ph and
a renormalized inhomogeneous termτω. In similar fashion one can renormalize the response
functionL and obtains

L(13,24) = τω(13,57)L̃(57,68)τω(68,24)+ τω(13,57)R(57,24) (60)

whereL̃ is the quasi-particle response function

L̃(13,24) = S(1,2)τ(1324) (61)

3.4. The renormalized equations of the TFFS

As we have seen in section 2.1, the response function includes the transition amplitudes
between the ground state and the excited states of an A-particle system. Using the arguments
in section 2.1 and the projection procedure described in [2], one obtains from the renormalized
response function in eq.(60) and the renormalized vertex function eq.(58) an equation for the
quasi-particle quasi-hole transition matrix elements

(εν1 − εν2 −Ω)χm
ν1ν2

= (nν1 −nν2) ∑
ν3ν4

F ph
ν1ν4ν2ν3 χm

ν3ν4
(62)

which are connected with the full ph-transition matrix elements

χm0
ν1ν2

=< Am|a+
ν1

aν2|A0 > (63)

by the relation

χm0
ν1ν2

= ∑
ν3ν4

τω
ν3ν1ν4ν2

χm
ν3ν4

(64)
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The transition matrix element of a one-body operatorQ is given by

< Am|Q|A0 > = ∑
ν1ν2

Qeff
ν1ν2

χm
ν1ν2

(65)

whereQeff is the renormalized one-particle operator

Qeff
ν1ν2

= ∑
ν3ν4

τω
ν1ν3ν2ν4

Qν3ν4 (66)

In section 2.1 we also showed that the response function allows one to calculate the change of
the density in an external field.

δρ̃ν1ν2(Ω) = ∑
ν3,ν4

Lν1ν2ν3ν4(Ω) δqν3ν4(Ω) (67)

In the following we are interested in the transition strength as a function of the excitation
energy. The expression for the strength function is given by

S(Ω,∆) = − i
π

Im ∑
ν1ν2

Qν1ν2(Ω) δρ̃ν2ν1(Ω+ i∆) (68)

where∆ is a smearing parameter that simulates the finite experimental resolution and the more
complex configurations not included in the present approach. From eqs.(58) to (61) and (66)
we obtain, withδq≡ Q andδρ̃ ≡ ρ̃,

S(Ω,∆) = − i
π

Im ∑
ν1ν2

Qeff
ν1ν2

(Ω)ρν2ν1(Ω+ i∆) (69)

whereρ is the change of the quasi-particle density

ρν1ν2(Ω) =
nν1 −nν2

εν1 − εν2 −Ω
Qeff

ν1ν2
(Ω)− nν1 −nν2

εν1 − εν2 −Ω ∑
ν3ν4

F ph
ν1ν3ν2ν4ρν4ν3(Ω)(70)

The second term on the right side of eq.(60) can be neglected because we are interested in the
singular solutions (resonances) of the equation. The calculations presented here have been
performed inr -space because this allows treatment of the continuum in themost efficient
way. The corresponding equations have the form [17, 11]

ρ(r,Ω) = −
∫

d3r′A(r,r′,Ω)Qeff(r′,Ω) (71)

−
∫

d3r′d3r′′A(r,r′,Ω)F ph(r′,r′′)ρ(r′′,Ω)

with the ph-propagator

A(r,r′,Ω) = ∑
ν1,ν2

nν1 −nν2

εν1 − εν2 −Ω
φ∗ν1

(r)φ∗ν2
(r′)φν1(r)φν2(r

′) (72)

and the distribution of the transition strength

S(Ω,∆) = −1
π

Im
∫

d3rQeff(r,Ω)∗ρ(r,Ω+ i∆) (73)

These formulas refer to even-even nuclei because only in that case can one define the Landau
quasi-particles as the single-particle excitations in theneighboring odd mass nuclei. This
holds for spherical as well as for deformed nuclei [18].
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We also have shown that the theory allows one to calculate moments and transitions in
odd mass(A±1) nuclei, where A refers in general to a closed-shell nucleus.We then obtain
for example,

< A±1,α|Q|β,A±1> − < A,0|Q|0,A> δαβ = ∑
ν1ν2

Qeff
ν1ν2

δραβ
ν1ν2 (74)

with

ραβ
ν1ν2 = δν1αδν2β +

nν1 −nν2

εν1 − εν2 −Ωαβ
∑

ν3ν4

F ph
ν1ν3,ν2ν4ραβ

ν3ν4 (75)

The derivation is given in [2]. Eqs. (69) and (74) are the basis of the TFFS.

3.5. Application to the giant electric dipole resonances innuclei

As examples for the TFFS and –later– for the ETFFS, we presentnumerical results for
the giant electric dipole resonance in the doubly magic nuclei 40Ca,132Sn and208Pb. The
calculations presented here are performed in ther -space and not in the configuration space
of a shell model. In ther -space one is able to include all single particle states which can
contribute to a given multipolarity if the TFFS is applied, for example, to collective states
in nuclei. The single particle continuum is included correctly using the method suggested
by Shlomo and Bertsch [12]. We wish to stress that the TFFS equation and the continuum
RPA equation are formally identical. The TFFS equations arederived in a rigorous manner,
therefore they areexactuntil one choses certain approximations for the quasi-particles, the
interaction and the effective operators. As we have exact relations we are able to apply
conservation laws, which connect the interaction parameters with gross properties of nuclei
(symmetry energy, compression modulus and effective mass)and which give information
about the renormalized operators (Ward identities). In addition, the Green function method is
the most appropriate way to extend the theory in a consistentmanner, as we will show in the
next section. In the present calculations the experimentalsingle particle energies are used as
far as possible, and for the rest we take the solutions of a Woods-Saxon shell model potential,
the parameters of which are adjusted to reproduce the experimentally known energies, as
discussed in [11].

For the calculation of the electric states we used the conventional Landau-Migdal
parametrization for the ph-interaction:

F ph(1,2) = C0δ(r1−r2) [ f0(ρ)+ f ′0(ρ)τ · τ′ +g0(ρ)σ ·σ′+g′0(ρ)σ ·σ′τ · τ′] (76)

with

f (ρ) = fex+( fin− fex)ρ0(r) (77)

and with the parameters used in most of the previous applications.

fin = −0.002, fex= −1.4, f ′ex = 3,0, f ′in = 0.76,

g = 0.05, g′ = 0.96, C0 = 300 MeVfm3 (78)
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For the nuclear densityρ0(r) in the interpolation formula we chose the theoretical ground
state density distribution of the corresponding nucleus,

ρ0(r) = ∑
εi≤εF

1
4π

(2 j i +1)R2
i (r) (79)

which is more consistent than the previously used Woods-Saxon distribution. For that reason
one had to readjustfex and f ′ex HereRi(r) are the single-particle radial wave functions of the
single-particle model used.

For magnetic properties it has been shown [13, 6] that one hasalso to consider the effects
of the one-pion exchange. For that reason on must replace in the spin-isospin channel the
conventional Landau-Migdal parametrization by theJülich-Stony Brook ansatzwhich has the
following form in the momentum space:

G′(q) =
∫

d3k
(2π)3

[
Vπ(k)+Vρ(k)

]
Ω(q−k)+δG′

0σ ·σ′τ · τ′ (80)

with

Ω(q) = (2π)3δ(q)− 2π2

q2 δ(|q|−qc) (81)

Here Vπ and Vρ denote the one-pion and one-rho exchange,Ω(q) a parametrization of
the nuclear correlation function [14] withqc = 3.93, which is the inverse of the Compton
wavelength of theω meson, andδG′

0 a small (universal) correction parameter that must be
adjusted to the data. Theρ exchange has been added because it introduces a natural cut-off
for the tensor part of the one-pion exchange. A detailed discussion can be found in [13, 6].

The renormalized ph-interaction and therefore also the Landau-Migdal parameters are
defined microscopically and can be traced back to the bare nucleon-nucleon interaction.
In Ref.[6] these parameters have been calculated from a G-matrix based on a meson
exchange model for the bare nucleon nucleon interaction. This is the lowest order for
the renormalized ph-interaction nevertheless the theoretical results were in fair agreement
with the phenomenological parameters. The Skyrme ansatz which is mostly used in self
consistent nuclear structure calculations has the same form as the original Landau-Migdal
parametrization. For that reason, the parameters of the Skyrme ansatz can directly be
connected with the Landau-Migdal parameters [4]. These authors have shown that several
parameterizations of the Skyrme forces led to instabilities against spin collapse. These
relations can also be used to design new parameterizations for self consistent nuclear
structure calculations [5]. For magnetic properties were the one-pion exchange has to be
considered explicitly self consistent calculations basedon chiral Lagrangian seems to be more
appropriate.

In the upper part of Fig.(2) the q-dependence ofG′ is plotted. One realizes that at
small momentum transfers the central part of the spin-isospin interaction is strongly repulsive
and for larger momentum transfers it is small. This is the reason why, for example, the
Gamow-Teller resonances, where small momenta are involved, are strongly shifted to higher
energies whereas high-spin states are not [13, 6]. For the central partπ -meson andρ -meson
contributions have the same sign and for the tensor part the opposite sign. Theρ -meson
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Figure 2. Momentum dependence of the spin-isospin parameterG(q)′ in units of[
302MeV f m3

]
. The full line is the complete model (80), the dashed line in the lower part

is the correlated one-pion exchange only.

exchange therefore acts as a natural cut-off for the strong tensor component of the one-pion
exchange.

We have already mentioned that the Migdal parameters have been calculated from a G-
matrix starting from the bare nucleon nucleon interaction [6]. In this calculation the authors
not only determined the zero-range parameters shows in eq.(78) but also the momentum
dependence of the spin-isospin interaction given in Fig.(2).

In the TFFS equations effective operatorsQeff appear. In the case of electric multipole
operators one can show using Ward identities that these operators are not renormalized due
to the local gauge invariance, as shown in Appendix A. Magnetic operators are renormalized
for two reasons: (I) there exists no conservation law for thespin contribution and (II) there
are mesonic contributions. For that reason one has to parametrize the magnetic operators [2],
the parameters of which are universal for all medium and heavy mass nuclei. In Fig.(3) the
results of TFFS calculations for the electric giant dipole resonances in40Ca,132Sn and208Pb
are shown. The single particle continuum is included in an exact way. In order to simulate the
experimental resolution and more complex configurations, asmearing parameter∆ =250 keV
is used. The (isovector) electric dipole operator is given as:

Q1M =
eN
A

Z

∑
i=1

r iY1M(Ωi)−
eZ
A

N

∑
i=1

r iY1M(Ωi) (82)

In 208Pb, where the electric giant dipole resonance is known [15],the peak energies agrees
with the experimental centroid-energies (up to 1 MeV) and the resonance exhaust a large
fraction of the energy weighted sum rule. However, the theoretical width is much too small
and the maximum of the cross section is much too high because the spreading width, which is
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Figure 3. E1 photo absorption cross section for three double magic nuclei. The thin lines
denote the results of the continuum RPA and the thick lines the results of the extended theory.

due to the fragmentation of the single particle strength, isnot considered. The same is true for
the other two cases if one compares the theoretical results with neighboring nuclei data exist.
In the next section we will discuss an extension of the TFFS, where the low lying collective
phonons are coupled to the single particle states, which gives rise to a fragmentation of the
single particle strength. In this way we include, as we will show, a major part of the spreading
width.

4. Extended theory of finite Fermi systems (ETFFS)

As mentioned earlier, the original TFFS allows one to calculate only the centroid energies
and total transition strength of giant resonances because the approach is restricted to 1p1h
configurations. In order to describe nuclear structure properties in more detail one has to
include 2p2h, or even more complex configurations. A theoretical approach that takes into
account the complete 2p2h configuration space and a realistic 2p2h interaction is numerically
intractable if one uses a realistically large configurationspace. For this reason the main
approximation in the ETFFS concerns the selection of the most important 2p2h configurations.
One knows from experiments, e.g. from the neighboring odd mass nuclei of208Pb, that
the coupling of low-lying collective phonons to the single particle states gives rise to a
fragmentation of the single-particle strength, which is seen in even-even nuclei as a spreading
width in the giant resonances. In the past 15 years an extension of the TFFS that includes, in
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a consistent microscopic way, the most collective low-lying phonons has been performed by
Tselyaev [16] and Kamerdzhiev, Speth and Tertychny [11] (and references therein). In this
way one considers a special class of 2p2h configurations because the phonons are calculated
within the conventional (1p1h) TFFS. The phonons give rise to a modification of the particle
and hole propagators, the ph-interaction and the ground state correlations. The extension that
includes uncorrelated 2p2h configurations is discussed in ref. [19] and [20].

4.1. Some basic relations

In Landau’s theory the self energyΣ is irreducible in the one-particle and one-hole channels,
respectively, and the kernelK in the integral equation for the response function (see Fig.(1))
is irreducible in the particle-hole channel. One introduces now a hierarchy of energy
dependencies: As one can see from eq.(54) the particle-holepropagator introduces a strong
dependence in the energy transferΩ. Compared to this singular behavior one neglects in
Landau’s theory the energy dependence in the ph-interaction. One neglects consistently the
energy dependence of the self-energyΣ in the Dyson equation (eq.(34) and considers the
quasi-particle and quasi-hole poles only. This approach isof leading order in the energy
transferΩ. In the extended theory, where phonons are introduced, one considers the next-to-
leading order in the energy transfer; i.e., the self energy and the ph-interaction become energy
dependent. We the write, explicitly,

Σ̃ν(ε) = Σν +Σext
ν (ε) (83)

F̃ ph
ν1ν3,ν2ν4(Ω) = F ph

ν1ν3,ν2ν4 +F ph,ext
ν1ν3,ν2ν4(Ω) (84)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4. Graphs corresponding to the propagator of the (a) RPA and (b-d) the extended
theory. The wavy lines and the thin lines denote the phonons and the single particle
propagators, respectively.

First we discuss the so-calledg2 approximation [11, 2], which is graphically shown in Fig.(4).
The upper part of graph (b) gives a correction to the Dyson equation for quasi-particles, which
now has the form

ε− εν1 −∑
ν2;i

∣∣∣γν2;i
ν1

∣∣∣
2

ε−Ωi − εν2


gext

ν1
(ε) = 1 (85)

Heregext
ν (ε) is the one-quasi-particle Green function in the extended theory and the vertex

γµ;i
ν , which couples the quasi-particle stateν to the core excited configurationµ⊗i, is given by

γµ;i
ν = ∑

α,β
F ph

να;µβχi
αβ (86)
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whereχi is the RPA wave function of the phonon considered. The corresponding energy-
dependent correction for the ph-interaction has the form

F ph,ext
αµ,βν (Ω,ε,ε′) = ∑

i

(γµ;i
α )∗γν;i

β

ε− ε′ +(Ωi − iδ)
(87)

This model has been applied, for example, to M1-resonances in closed shell nuclei [21]. This
approximation has, in general, problems with the so-calledsecond order poles, which give
rise to a distortion of the strength function near these poles. For this reason the model has
been extended in several steps: (I) summation of theg2 terms [22] and (II) partial summation
of diagrams [16], which is callchronological decoupling of diagrams. In the latter case all
1p1h⊗ phononcontributions are consistently included and all more complex configurations
are excluded –as long as one neglects ground-state correlations. The actual formulas, however,
include the ground state correlations completely. In the present approach, like in [16]
two types of ground state correlations are included: the conventional RPA ground state
correlations, which affect the location and the magnitude of the residua of the ph propagator
only, and the new type of ground state correlations, which iscaused by the phonons. These
correlations are qualitatively different from the conventional RPA correlations because they
create new poles in the propagator, which then cause transitions between the 1p1h⊗ phonon
in the ground state and the excited states. They give rise to aqualitative change of the strength
distribution and a change in the sum rules for the moments of the strength function. As in the
TFFS, the energy dependence of the generalized propagatorAext is much stronger than that
of the generalized ph interaction, as the next-to-leading order energy dependence is removed
from the interaction and explicitly taken into account in the generalized propagator. Therefore
one considers explicitly only the energy dependence of the propagator and neglects the energy
dependence of the ph interaction. The interaction is parametrized as before; the corresponding
parameters may differ from the previous ones. The final equation for the change of the quasi-
particle density in an external field has the identical form to that in the TFFS (eq.(68)

ρ̃ext(r,Ω) = −
∫

d3r′Aext(r,r′,Ω)Qe f f(r′,Ω)d3 (88)

−
∫

d3r′d3r′′Aext(r,r′,Ω)F ph,(r′,r′′)ρ̃ext(r′′,Ω)

The analytical form of the generalized propagator can be found in Ref.[11].

4.2. Numerical applications

As in the case of the TFFS the numerical input to the ETFFS are two sets of phenomenological
parameters that describe (I) the Woods-Saxon single particle potential and (II) the effective ph
interaction. If one includes phonons, the problem of doublecounting appears in the two input
data sets. One therefore has to subtract explicitly the phonon contribution from the mean field
solutions as well as the ph interaction. In order to obtain the newrefinedsingle particle basis
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{

ε̃λ, φ̃λ

}
one has to solve the equation

ε̃ν1 = εν1 −∑
ν2;i

∣∣∣γν2;i
ν1

∣∣∣
2

εν1 −Ωi − ε̃ν2

(89)

where the second term on the right side is graphically given by the upper part of graph
(b) in Fig.(4). As the wave functions are only little changed, we restrict the refinement
to the single particle energies. In Fig.(3) we also show the ETFFS-results for48Ca, 132Sn
and 208Pb. The effect of the phonon coupling is very clearly demonstrated in all three
cases. The phonon coupling reduces the maximum of the strength distribution and shifts
part of the strength to higher energies. This effect increases the width of the resonances
and creates the long tails, which are seen in the data. For208Pb the theoretical mean
energy has the valuẽEth = 12,84MeV compared with experimental valuẽEexp = 13.4MeV
and the theoretical widthΓth = 3,6MeV compared toΓexp = 4,1MeV. For The energy
weighted sum rule (EWSR) is only little changed in the range between 5-30 MeV. For48Ca
holds: Ẽth = 19,71MeV compared toẼexp = 19,6MeV and Γth = 5,36MeV compared to
Γexp= 7,1MeV. The phonon coupling improves the CRPA results by a factor oftwo.

4.3. A realistic example for the application in data analysis

The renewed interest in nuclear structure physics comes from newly built and planned
experimental facilities that will give new information on nuclei far from stability. One of
the main reasons for this is its application to astrophysics. Here, for example, one would like
to know the compression modulus and the symmetry energy of neutron rich nuclei. Such
experiments will be performed in so-called inverse kinematics; i.e. the radioactive isotopes
will be accelerated and will be scattered from proton, deuteron or alpha particle targets. The
analysis of such experiments will be very complicated as thebreathing mode and giant electric
dipole resonance are expected to be broad and because various multipole resonances overlap
each other. For that reason on needs realistic strength distributions and energy dependent
microscopic transition densities as input into the scattering codes in order to be able to extract
reliable physical results. In the following we demonstratethis in the analysis of(α,α′) cross
sections in58Ni, where the isoscalar breathing mode has been investigated. A general problem
in nuclei withA < 90 is that the isoscalar monopole resonance is very broad andno longer
concentrated in one single peak. In deformed nuclei (such asone expects for nuclei far from
stability) the giant resonances are split due the deformation, which gives rise to additional
complications [23]. In lighter nuclei the role of the surface becomes more important than
in the heavier ones and, in addition,(α,α′) experiments are most sensitive to the nuclear
surface. For these reasons the correct treatment of the surface in those nuclei is crucial. All
this has to be considered if one develops models for giant resonances in light and medium
mass nuclei for which the conventional RPA approach is extended to include surface modes
and the single-particle continuum. Compared to this extension of the configuration space, the
way that one determines the mean field and the residual interactions is of less importance.
When the present example was first published the experimental situation in58Ni was rather
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Figure 5. Cross sections of58Ni(α,α′) at 1.08◦. At this angle the cross section is dominated
by the isoscalar monopole resonance.

unclear. In the original analysis of the(α,α′) data[24] only 32% of the EWSR was observed.
The authors used standard data analysis techniques with thesame phenomenological transition
densities for the whole energy range. For comparison the same type of experiment in40

Ca and a similar analysis by the same authors showed(92± 15) % of the EWSR [25].
With an improved –but still conventional– analysis the authors of Ref.[26] obtained about 50
percent. Such differences might have serious consequencesfor nuclear matter compressibility
and its application to astrophysics. In what follows we discuss an analysis of the(α,α′)
experiments in58Ni, where the isoscalar giant resonance has been analyzed using the results of
ETFFS calculations. Within this model the authors calculated the distribution of the transition
strengths of the isoscalar E0-E4 resonances and the corresponding energy dependent transition
densities. Using these transition densities one obtains, in the standard way,(α,α′) scattering
cross sections that were compared with the data in the energyrange between 5-35 MeV
[27]. One of the problems that occurs in such analysis is the subtraction of theinstrumental
background. Usually the experimentalists draw a straight line between the beginning and end
of the resonance peak, where the strength distributions become flat. It has been demonstrated
in Ref.[28] that if one adds up the contributions of the variousweakmultipole contributions
one also obtains a flat back ground, which may erroneously be interpreted as part of the
instrumentalbackground. Thisbackgroundincludes also a fraction of theresonancestrength
that one wishes to extract. In Fig.(5) the differential(α,α′) cross section for the scattering
angleΘ = 1.08◦ is shown, where the E0 contribution dominates the cross section. The full
theoretical result (full line with dotes)[28] is compared with the experimental cross section
[27]. These data where obtained by subtracting aninstrumentalback ground denoted by
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Figure 6. Cross sections of58Ni(α,α′) at 4.08◦. At this angle the cross section is dominated
by the isoscalar quadrupole resonance

”Backgr(2000)” from the original experimental spectrum. The theoretical cross section is the
sum of five different multipole resonances, of which the E0 and E2 contributions are shown
explicitly. The straight line in the lower part of the figure,denoted by ” Backgr.(1996)”
corresponds to the analysis of Ref.[24], where the energy interval was smaller (12-25 MeV).
In this analysis only 32% of the EWSR E0 was found, whereas thepresent theory predicts
71.4% of the E0 EWSR in this regime. If one considers the larger 12-35 MeV interval,
the theoretical strength exhaust 89.6%. We also show data taken atΘ = 4.08◦, where the
E0 resonance has a minimum and the E2 its maximum. The same analysis as before was
performed by Ref.[28] and the result is shown in Fig.(6). Here the E2 strength dominates the
cross section whereas the breathing mode contributes only atiny fraction. Theother isoscalar
modes again give an important contribution to the cross section. As both experimental cross
sections are well-reproduced within the ETFFS analysis onemay conclude that the major
part of the E0 and E2 EWSR strength is in the energy range considered. One may also
conclude that realistic microscopic nuclear structure models are necessary for the analysis of
experiments in the giant resonance region. The models have to go beyond 1p1h RPA and must
include the coupling to low-lying phonons in order to reproduce the width of giant resonances
in a realistic manner.
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5. Conclusion

We have reviewed Migdal’sTheory of Finite Fermi Systems(TFFS) and theExtended Theory
of Finite Fermi Systems(ETFFS) as well as their application to nuclear structure. Both
approaches are derived within the Green function formalism, which enables one to obtain
the final equations without approximations. For that reasonone can apply conservations
laws, which restrict the number of parameters in the actual numerical application. The
TFFS and the ETFFS are frameworks that require single-particle energies,single-particle
wave functions and the ph interactions as input. The single particle basis may be obtained
from phenomenological single-particle models, as discusshere, or from self consistent mean
field calculations. The original Landau Migdal ph-interaction includes delta functions and
derivatives of delta functions inr -space, so that Skyrme forces can be directly connected
with the Landau Migdal interaction [4] and [5]. This fact canbe used as a test for the various
versions of the Skyrme parameters but also for designing newset of parameters which are
especially appropriate for self consistent nuclear structure calculations. The original Landau
Migdal theory is formally identical with the 1p-1h RPA. Therefore if one calculates in this
approach giant multipole resonances one can only reproducethe mean energy and the total
strength of those states. For a quantitative description anextension of the theory is necessary.
One has to include in a consistent way the effects of the phonons. This has been done in
theExtended Theory of Finite Fermi Systemswhich we also reviewed here. We have pointed
out that if one uses experimental single-particle energiesand/or a correspondingly adjusted
single particle model in the ETFFS, one has to correct for thephonon contributions in the
single particle spectrum as the phonons (or, in general, 2p2h configurations) give rise to
a compression of the single particle spectrum [19]. Therefore a self consistent mean field
approach provides the correct input data because in this case the phonon contributions are
not included. For the same reason is the conventional RPA notthe appropriate approximation
in self consistent calculations because the uncorrelated ph spectrum is in general too wide
as a consequence of the phonon contribution being missing. In the case of very collective
resonances, which are strongly shifted in energy, this deficiency can be removed by an
appropriate ph interaction. W e are aware of the fact that, e.g. for a specific Skyrme
parametrization the residual interaction is defined by the Skyrme interaction itself and one
has, in principle, no freedom. But we are also aware of the fact that there exist dozens of
different parameter sets that give similar ground state properties but quite different nuclear
structure results [5]. Moreover, the size of the configuration space can also be chosen in an
appropriate way. Thus the arbitrariness in self-consistent calculations lies in the choice of the
effective Lagrangian, effective Hamiltonian or energy-density functional and the size of the
configuration space. For less collective states, such as thepygmy resonances, the energies of
which are only little shifted by the residual interaction, self consistent calculations in general
have difficulties reproducing simultaneously these experimental data and the giant electric
dipole resonance. Therefore some authors, e.g.[29],compressthe too large level spacing by
multiplying it adhocwith the corresponding effective mass in order to fit the data. This may
be justified by the energy dependence of the effective mass but it certainly destroys the self
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consistent treatment. We have also mentioned that for magnetic properties one has to consider
in the spin-isospin channel the one pion exchange explicitly. For that reason self consistent
calculations, starting from chiral Lagrangian may be the more consistent approach compared
to the Skyrme Hamiltonian.
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6. Appendix A: Ward identities

As the final equations of the Landau-Migdal theory are derived without approximations, one
can apply conservations laws in order to restrict the numberof free parameters. Here we show,
using local gauge invariance, that scalar vertices are not renormalized, i.e. one has to use the
bare charges (for protons and neutrons) for the electric multipole operators. We start with the
one-particle Green function:

g(x,y) = −i < A0|T
{

Ψ (x)Ψ+ (y)
}
|A0 > (90)

where x and y denote four-vectors. The gauge transformationof theΨ-operators whereq is
the charge

Ψ′(x) = eiq f (x)Ψ(x) Ψ′+(x) = e−iq f (x)Ψ+(x) (91)

leads to the following change in the Hamiltonian

δH(x) = − j i(x)
∂ f (x)

∂xi
(92)

Here j in,p = ( j0n,p; jαn,p) is the four-current of neutrons and protons. This field does not give rise
to any physical changes. If one expands the transformed operators in the one-particle Green
function up to first order, one obtains

δg(x,y) = i(q f(x)g(x,y)−g(x,y)q f(y)) (93)

The inverse of this equation has the form

δg−1 = −g−1δgg−1 = −i(g−1(x,y)q f(y)−q f(x)g−1(x,y)) (94)

On the other hand one can calculate the change of the Green function due to the additional
term in the Hamiltonian eq.(92) with help of the linear response function

δg(x,y) =
∫

dz L(x,z;y,z)δH(z) (95)

The corresponding inverse change of the Green function is given as:

δg−1(x,y) =

∫
dzτ(x,z;y,z) j i(z)

∂ f (z)
∂zi

(96)

With the field:

f (z) = ei(kz−Ωt) (97)
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one obtains from eq.(94) and eq.(96)

− i(g−1(x,y;ω+
Ω
2

)qeiky −qeikxg−1(x,y;ω− Ω
2

)) = (98)

−iΩ
∫

d3zτ(x,z;y,z;ω,Ω)ρ(z)eikz − i
∫

d3zτ(x,z;y,z;ω,Ω)(j(z)k)eikz

This equation has in the single particle basisϕν(x) the form:

∑
ν3

{
〈ν1|g−1(ω+

Ω
2

) |ν3〉〈ν3|qeikr |ν2〉−〈ν1|qeikr |ν3〉〈ν3|g−1(ω− Ω
2

) |ν2〉
}

(99)

= Ω〈ν1| τ̃(ω,Ω;
[
qeikr

]
) |ν2〉+ 〈ν1| τ̃(ω,Ω;

[
(jk)eikr

]
) |ν2〉

with

〈ν1| τ̃(ω,Ω;
[
qeikr

]
) |ν2〉 = ∑

ν3ν4

τ̃ν1ν3ν2ν4(ω,Ω)
[
qei(kr)

]
ν4ν3

(100)

and

〈ν1| τ̃(ω,Ω;
[
(jk)eikr

]
) |ν2〉 = ∑

ν3ν4

τ̃ν1ν3ν2ν4(ω,Ω)
[
(jk)ei(kr)

]
ν4ν3

(101)

We have replaced in eq.(99) the charge distributionρ by the point chargeq. With the
singular part of the one particle Green function eq.(54) oneobtains a relation between the
bare operators and the verticesτ̃

{
ω+ Ω

2 − εν1

zν1

− ω− Ω
2 − εν2

zν2

}
〈ν1|qeikr |ν2〉 = (102)

Ωτ̃ν1ν2

[
qeikr

]
+ τ̃ν1ν2

[
(jk)eikr

]

We multiply this equation with
√

zν1ν2 and replace the vertices̃τ by the renormalized vertices
τ defined in eq.(60)

(Ω− εν1 − εν2)〈ν1|(qeikr |ν2〉 = Ω τν1ν2

[
qeikr

]
+ τν1ν2

[
jkeikr

]
(103)

Here the approximation
√

zν1
zν2

≈
√

zν2
zν1

was used. If one puts the renormalized vertex function

(eq.(104)) explicitly into eq.(103)

τν1ν3,ν2ν4 (ω,Ω) = τω
ν1ν3,ν2ν4

(ω,Ω)+ (104)

∑
ν5ν6

F ph
ν1ν5,ν2ν6

(
ω,

εν5 + εν6

2
,Ω

)
nν5 −nν6

εν5 − εν6 −Ω
τν5ν3,ν6ν4

(
εν5 + εν6

2
;Ω

)

and considers the limitΩ >> (εν1 − εν2). One obtains the final result:

∑
ν3ν4

τω
ν1ν3ν2ν4

(qei(kr))ν3ν4 = (qei(kr))ν3ν4 . (105)

Scalar (electric multipole) operators are not renormalized.
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